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Get the best flooring solutions from us

Connect Flooring is an Aussie business located in Keysborough VIC
committed to helping everyday Australian's renovate their spaces from
the floor up. Our innovative modular flooring solution allows you to
transform your garage,warehouse, business or retail space with ease.
We have an exclusive and unique flooring solution designed specifically
to suit the needs of a wide variety of commercial and residential spaces.
We have also unique and versatile storage solutions manufactured for
the purpose of making the most of your garage, without eating into your
floor space.



We provide you with a stylish and modern lighting solution that combines 
contemporary design with superior functionality that adds a touch of 
elegance and sophistication to any space. The stand out feature of the 
Connect Tile is the easy to clean design, which allows soil and spillages to 
effortlessly fall straight through the ribbed, flow-through surface. The 
range of Connect Tile Garage Flooring tiles are an efficient and 
aesthetically pleasing solution for projects and events of any size. Our tiles 
will not mark from tyres and have a compressive strength of 3120 psi and 
over 31 tonne of rollover capacity.

https://connectflooring.com.au/collections/shop-by-flooring


We also have Garage Flooring packs which consist of Connect Tile single 
and double Garage packs, which is the easy way to transform your garage 
floor with our best selling, and most versatile tile style.Our tile has excellent 
resistance to alkalis, acids, and solvents, and our tile is non-slip, which 
protect from falling. Give your garage, business, warehouse or gym a new 
and glamorous look. Choose your required tile from our exciting collection. 
If you have any queries regarding our products then feel free to ask us. We 
will be happy to assist you.
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